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 Briefly independent between 
1920-1939, Estonia was occupied by 
the Soviet Union, Nazi Germany and 
then the Soviet Union once again, 
until finally regaining independence in 
1991. Due to Soviet colonial policies, 
including deportation and murder, 
what had initially been a relatively 
homogeneous society of ethnic 
Estonians was transformed into a 
state with a large ethnic-Russian 
minority. Today, Russian Estonians 
face problems with citizenship, 
language, and have difficulty 
identifying with the ethnic Estonian 
state, its symbols and its collective 
memory. 
            This work examines the 
competing narratives of the past in 
post-Soviet Estonia, the struggle over 
collective memory, and its importance 
for group identity. Building on work 
concerning the relationship between 
identity and security, I argue that in 
order to truly be secure, the Estonian 
state must aim to establish ontological 
security for both of its main identity 
groups, and that it must promote a 
more unified and applicable collective 
memory. Moreover, security of identity 
should be viewed as a matter of 
national security. To show this, I first 
provide historical context to explain 
the origin of the different collective 
memories of ethnic Estonians and 
ethnic Russian Estonians. I then 
discuss the controversies surrounding 
two war monuments—each a powerful 
symbol built to honour veterans from 
WWII—but each resonating with one 
group while alienating the other. This 
analysis of Estonia’s “War of 
Monuments” demonstrates the 
mutually constitutive security threats 
posed by each identity, while also 
considering the effect of “Eurocentric” 
collective memory. 

Lihula	Monument	and	controversy	
-  In	2002,	a	monument	featuring	a	relief	of	an	Estonian	soldier	in	German	

kit	was	erected,	then	dismantled	and	re-erected	in	Lihula	in	2004.	
-  A	BBC	arAcle	enAtled	“Estonia	unveils	Nazi	war	monument”	summarized	

the	prevailing	Western	European,	American,	Russian	and	Jewish	
senAment.	

-  Despite	an	enraged	and	stone-throwing	crowd	of	hundreds	of	Estonians,	
the	naAonal	government	decided	to	remove	the	monument	ciAng	
naAonal	security	concerns.	

-  The	Lihula	monument’s	removal	led	to	a	wave	of	vandalism	and	graffiA	
against	Red	Army	monuments	across	Estonia,	and	the	government’s	poor	
handling	of	the	controversy	contributed	to	the	collapse	of	Prime	Minister	
Juhan	Parts’	government.	

Bronze	Soldier	Monument	and	controversy	
-  In	April	2007,	major	controversy	surfaced	with	regard	to	another	

monument,	this	Ame	a	Soviet	monument	in	the	centre	of	Tallinn	dubbed	
the	“Bronze	Soldier.”	

-  For	most	Estonians,	the	statue	symbolizes	the	half-century	of	Soviet	
colonizaAon	and	repression.		

-  For	most	of	Estonia’s	Russian	minority,	the	statue	is	a	symbol	of	Soviet	
victory	over	Germany	in	the	Second	World	War.		

-  The	Estonian	government	relocated	the	statue	to	a	military	cemetery,	
sparking	anger	from	ethnic	Russian	Estonians	

-  This	led	to	pronsköö	(Bronze	night):	two	nights	of	mass	protests,	rioAng,	
looAng	and	chaos;	the	worst	Estonia	had	ever	seen.		

-  Soon	thereaCer,	a	mass	wave	of	cyber	avacks	originaAng	from	inside	
Russia	were	launched	against	Estonia,	harming	the	country’s	websites	
and	online	infrastructure	for	weeks		

CollecAve	memory	is	vital	to	creaAng	a	shared,	unified	past	that	
is	instrumental	for	developing	a	sense	of	community	in	divided	
socieAes.	It	oCen	places	one	group	vis-à-vis	others.	Monuments	
can	by	physical	sites	of	memory	(lieux	de	mémoire).	The	Lihula	
and	Bronze	Soldier	monuments	represent	two	different	and	
clashing	collecAve	memories.	Estonia	has	created	a	situaAon	in	
which	the	memory	of	ethnic	Estonian	vicAmhood	under	hosAle	
Soviet	occupaAon	memory	is	more	“real”	or	“official.”		
	
A	lack	of	sensiAvity	toward	minority	groups	can	lead	to	risks	to	
human	security.	I	combine	work	by	Paris	and	Azar,	who	argue	
that	security	of	idenAty	is	a	basic	human	need.	I	also	consider	
Mitzen’s	concept	of	ontological	security,	which	posits	idenAty	
security	as	a	state-level	security	interest.	
	
Estonia	must	accept	its	bi-na0onal	reality	and	must	promote	a	
more	inclusive	and	unified	collec0ve	memory	to	ensure	its	long-
term	success	and	even	survival.		

As	soon	as	the	first	independent	Estonian	government	was	
formed,	it	began	a	drasAc	reconstrucAon	of	the	country	not	
only	physically,	but	also	including	a	reintroducAon	of	Estonian-
centric	history	and	a	rejecAon	of	Soviet	narraAves.		
	
Estonian	percepAon	of	WWII	
While	much	of	Western	Europe	and	North	America	tends	to	
see	the	end	of	WWII	in	1945	as	marking	the	beginning	of	a	
(slow-moving)	period	of	recovery	and	regrowth,	many	
Estonians	feel	that	for	them,	WWII	only	ended	in	1991.			
	
Eastern	(Russian)	percepAon	of	WWII	
ParAcularly	in	Russia,	the	Soviets	are	seen	to	have	liberated	
much	of	Europe	from	the	Nazi	threat,	and	the	dominant	
narraAve	is	that	Soviet	troops	were	deployed	to	Estonia	under	
agreements	made	with	the	Estonian	government.	The	current	
Russian	government	maintains	this	posiAon.	
	
Estonia’s	history	also	does	not	fit	well	with	dominant	Western	
Euro-centric	narraAves	and	collecAve	memory.	

Some	recent	developments	have	been	promising:	
Estonia	has	launched	a	Russian-language	TV	channel.	Recent	presidenAal	
elecAons	saw	Marina	Kaljurand	as	a	leading	candidate,	despite	far-right	
criAcism	against	her	ethnic	Russian	heritage.	And	since	23	November	2016,	
following	the	collapse	of	Taavi	Rõivas’	government	in	a	non-confidence	
vote,	the	new	government	of	Jüri	Ratas	includes	three	
ministers	who	speak	Russian	as	their	first	language.		
	
That	said,	inequality	and	discriminaAon	against	Russian	Esto-	
nians	sAll	exists,	and	some	have	worried	that	Russia	may	try		
to	coopt	these	tensions	for	poliAcal	reasons,	as	in	Ukraine.	
Further	work	is	needed	in	order	to	explore	ways	in	which	the	
state	could	construct	new	narraAves	and	foundaAonal	myths		
so	as	to	reshape	and	converge	divided	memories	into	one.		

 During	its	occupaAon	of	Estonia	from	1944	to	1991,	the	
Soviet	Union	sought	to	control	Estonia’s	past.	During	this	
period,	myriad	Estonian	monuments,	books,	museums	and	
other	records	were	destroyed	in	an	avempt	to	alter	Estonians’	
memories	and	rewrite	their	history.	In	addiAon,	through	mass-
execuAon,	deportaAon,	wide-ranging	repression	of	ethnic	
Estonians	and	coincident	encouragement	of	the	arrival	of	
hundreds	of	thousands	of	Soviet	(primarily	ethnic	Russian)	
workers,	what	was	formerly	an	ethnically	homogeneous	state	
was	dramaAcally	changed.	From	1945	to	1991,	the	ethnic-
Russian	populaAon	in	Estonia	increased	from	about	23,000	to	
475,000,	while	the	Estonian	one	dropped	drasAcally	from	
deaths,	deportaAon	and	escapes.	Though	some	have	since	
returned	to	Russia,	ethnic-Russians	consAtute	around	a	
quarter	of	Estonia’s	current	populaAon	of	1.3	million.	Due	to	
this	demographic	change	Estonia	has,	since	regaining	
independence,	been	faced	with	construcAng	a	state	
containing	compeAng	idenAAes.	UnificaAon	of	these	idenAAes	
into	some	semblance	of	a	shared	naAonal	idenAty	has	been,	
and	conAnues	to	be,	a	significant	challenge.	
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